
 
 
 
 
January 8, 2022 
 
 
The following is a report on Public Affairs Programming for the Fourth Quarter of 2021 
during which time the top issues of community interest and concern in Holiday, Florida and 
the surrounding area were found to be: 
 

Health 
Community Relations 

Economy 
Education 

Public Safety 
 
This report summarizes a representative sample of programming that provided the most 
significant treatment of community issues during the past quarter. Programming frequently 
deals with more than one issue. To meet these issues, WSUN-FM airs a public affairs program 
on Sunday mornings as well as weekday news updates.  
 
“X Sunday Morning” airs Sunday mornings at 6:00 a.m.   
 
WSUN-FM also helps meet community issues through daily programming.  As traffic and 
transportation are often major issues for residents of Tampa Bay, WSUN-FM airs traffic 
reports four times hourly on weekdays from 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. 
 
WSUN-FM also runs a heavy schedule of :60 second Public Service Announcements 
produced by the Florida Association of Broadcasters throughout all hours of the day. 
 
CXR Radio, LLC. is the licensee of WSUN-FM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

Jenna Kesneck  
 
Jenna Kesneck 
Director of Branding and Programming 
Jenna Kesneck/mc 
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Health 

Sunday, October 17, 2021 – X Sunday Morning (replay from 9/26/21) 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Jeff Slater. Guest: Amanda Griffin - Executive Director of the Children's Dream 
Fund. 

The Children’s Dream Fund Tampa Bay was formed in 1981 with the mission of offering 
"dreams" to local kids who are suffering from a life-threatening illness.  Ms. Griffin 
discusses the history of the children's dream fund and how many dreams they've 
granted since 1981.  She explains how some of the dreams that they've made come true 
are not always of great monetary value.  Becket was one kid whose dream was granted.  
He dreams of becoming a ride engineer in the future and all he wanted was a 
rollercoaster ride.  The dream fund sent him and his family to Universal Orlando Resort 
where he was able to ride the Jurassic World VelociCoaster.  He rode with the ride 
engineers who designed the ride and he and his family enjoyed two days at the theme 
park.  A girl named Jasmin just wanted a bedroom maker and Ronan just wanted to go 
on a shopping spree for new clothes.  Ms. Griffin explains how they depend on the 
community to help makes the kids dreams come true and how any business in the area 
that can help provide a dream would be greatly appreciated.  Ms. Griffin talks about how 
to nominate a child for a dream, how we can donate and volunteer with the children's 
dream fund.  She also reminds listeners that Columbia restaurants in the Tampa area 
are holding their 24th Annual Community Harvest with a proceed of donations going to 
the children's dream fund. 

 

Sunday, October 24, 2021 – X Sunday Morning (replay from 9/26/21) 6:00 a.m. 

 

Sunday, November 14, 2021 –X Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: Laura Lynch - Committee Chair for the Walk to End 
Alzheimer’s in Sarasota and Manatee County 

With the National Walk to End Alzheimer’s coming up next weekend, Ms. Lynch spoke 
about her involvement as chair in Sarasota and Manatee county. It benefits the 
community as well as bringing awareness.  Ms. Lynch gives information to get involved, 
brings to light statistics and information involving Alzheimer’s, and describes how it 
affects the community. 
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Community Relations 

Sunday, November 21, 2021 – X Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: Justine Burke - Vice President of Marketing, CFRE, 
Metropolitan Ministries. 

With the holidays here and approaching, the subject of families who are food insecure is 
very important and should be addressed for the community.  Ms. Burke talks about the 
Metropolitan Ministries Annual Food Tent and how it helps those in need. She also 
addresses the food supply chain shortage and how they're dealing with that to adjust to 
maintaining enough food to distribute. The discussion focused primarily on 
Thanksgiving, but also mentioned exactly what Metropolitan Ministries does to help the 
community year-round as well as mentioned specific numbers needed to help. 

 

Sunday, November 28, 2021 – X Sunday Morning (replay from 11/21/21) 6:00 a.m. 

 

Sunday, December 19, 2021 –X  Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: Dr. Andrew Vallo with the Dentaly Boutique partnered 
with the Tampa Bay Humane Society 

Dr. Vallo adopted a dog that so affected him, he felt the need to incorporate his practice 
with the Tampa Bay Humane Society to help others discover the love of a pet. He 
discusses his unique adoption experience and how he partnered with TBHS. They work 
together through community events and fundraising to help provide food for pets and 
adoption fees as well as pet education for those who need it. 

 

Sunday, December 26, 2021 –X Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: Shannon Keil - CEO, The Regent 

Ms. Keil discusses her development and involvement in a program that helps collect and 
distribute wedding dresses for first responders and Bay Area teachers. She explains the 
origin and the need as well as the reactions to the recipients.  Ms. Keil talks about her 
role in the whole program, how it affects the community, and what she plans for the 
future of it. 
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Economy 

Sunday, October 31, 2021 –X Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: Sarah Combs - CEO and executive director at University 
Area CDC. 

Post-pandemic evictions and housing issues are on the rise.  Ms. Combs explains what 
University Area CDC is doing to help with financial stability and housing insecurities for 
families as well as community events designed to assist in those areas as well. Ms. 
Combs discusses the eviction defense program to help tenants connect with legal 
assistance to avoid or help with the process of evictions and eviction prevention.  Also 
discussed is the development of low-income housing and what it will do to help the 
community and those in need of assistance. 

2nd Segment 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: BJ Ganem - CEO and Founder of Sierra Delta, Service 
Dogs for Veterans 

Sierra Delta empowers veterans with access to approved dog training to empower 
veterans by developing a powerful bond with their dog and their community.  Mr. 
Ganem discusses the Service Dog Program and the Life Buddy Program as well as their 
partnership with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers which donates money when a punt lands 
inside the 20-yard line and covers dog adoption fees. 

 

Education 

Sunday, December 5, 2021 – X Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: David Tyler - Frameworks Director of Development 

Mr. Tyler speaks about the emotional toll Covid-19 has taken on children, and 
specifically their education. He stresses the importance of parental and teacher 
involvement to ensure the mental well-being of students, so they don't fall behind or 
become discouraged. Mr. Tyler explains how Frameworks helps with that and how 
Tampa Bay's Oyster Fest is helping raise funds to assist in the project. 
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Public Safety 

Sunday, December 12, 2021 – X Sunday Morning 6:00 a.m. 

30:00 

Host: Monica Sandoval. Guest: Beth Ross – Blanket Tampa Bay Founder 

With the colder, winter weather and home insecurity in the Tampa Bay area, it's 
important the community come together to help.  Ms. Ross founded Blanket Tampa Bay 
after a church group expressed interest in helping with the home insecure in the area.  
Through donations and collections, the mission is to help keep citizens warm and safe, 
as well as giving them dignity and a leg up to start a new life, with Blanket Tampa Bay.  
Ms. Ross shares specific success stories of people that have been helped, and her goal for 
this winter as well as a new project on the horizon to help the community further. 

 
 

 

 


